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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Libra Industries Hires Joe Anderson as Sr. Director of Business
Development Headquartered in Dayton, OH
MENTOR, OH ― September 2021 ― Libra Industries, a privately-held systems integration and electronics
manufacturing services (EMS) provider, is pleased to announce that it has hired Joe Anderson as Sr.
Director of Business Development headquartered in Dayton, OH. Anderson is an established global
sales executive more than 20 years in the EMS business.
Anderson will be concentrating on developing business growth
for Libra’s North American factories (Cleveland, Dayton, Dallas
and Mexico) in the highly complex electronic system integration
marketplace with a focus on the high reliability industrial,
medical and aerospace and defense sectors.
Prior to joining Libra Industries, Anderson served as Director of
Business Development for TT Electronics for more than 12
years, where he was instrumental in the company’s expansion
and revenue growth, and played an integral role in the business
development training of the Business Development Team and
the Customer Focused Team Department.
Anderson commented: “I look forward to developing Go-to
Market Strategies, delivering value to establish relationships
with high level senior managers in targeted companies. I work
intimately with customers to integrate design, engineering, manufacturing and supply chain needs to
support and realize customers products.”
Outside of work, Anderson enjoys golf, skiing, and travel with his wife Stacey, daughter Chelsea and
son Nolan.
Libra Industries continues to invest to provide customized manufacturing solutions for its customers’
complex product requirements, through its broad range of capabilities, with the most capable
manufacturing team in the industry. For more information about Libra Industries, visit
www.libraindustries.com.
###
About Libra Industries
Libra Industries is a leading provider of Systems Integration & Electronic Manufacturing Services (EMS), serving
OEMs with complex or technologically sophisticated manufacturing requirements in a broad range of industries

including Medical, Mil/Aerospace, Industrial, Semiconductor, Robotics and Communications. Six world-class
manufacturing facilities allow Libra Industries to provide customers with manufacturing flexibility including
complete system build, module and subassembly production, as well as simple to complex PC board assembly.
With an ongoing commitment to investment in people, quality systems, and the latest manufacturing equipment
and processes, Libra Industries is committed to managing their clients’ products from initial design and
prototype to full production; assisting their clients in their efforts to improve time to market, reduce total systems
cost, and increase quality.

